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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about the remediation function in the threat hunting module? (Choose two.) 

A. The file is removed from the affected collectors 

B. The threat hunting module sends the user a notification to delete the file 

C. The file is quarantined 

D. The threat hunting module deletes files from collectors that are currently online. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Exhibit. 
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Based on the forensics data shown in the exhibit which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The device cannot be remediated 

B. The event was blocked because the certificate is unsigned 

C. Device C8092231196 has been isolated 

D. The execution prevention policy has blocked this event. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3
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What is the benefit of using file hash along with the file name in a threat hunting repository search? 

A. It helps to make sure the hash is really a malware 

B. It helps to check the malware even if the malware variant uses a different file name 

C. It helps to find if some instances of the hash are actually associated with a different file 

D. It helps locate a file as threat hunting only allows hash search 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator finds that a newly installed collector does not display on the INVENTORY tab in the central manager. 

What two troubleshooting steps must the administrator perform? (Choose two.) 

A. Export the collector logs from the central manager. 

B. Verify the central manager has connectivity to FCS. 

C. Verify TCP ports 8081 and 555 are open. 

D. Check if the FortiEDR services are running on the collector device. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is true about classifications assigned by Fortinet Cloud Sen/ice (FCS)? 

A. The core is responsible for all classifications if FCS playbooks are disabled 

B. The core only assigns a classification if FCS is not available 

C. FCS revises the classification of the core based on its database 

D. FCS is responsible for all classifications 

Correct Answer: C 
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